Henry Galea

Are we all equal as to other religions. Why is the RC religion/church allowed to preach it's faith, while other religions are baned. All religions, share a common guidance to lead the faithful to a goal in life. Not to err and dispere in our life. Why are we discrimating and being disillusioned, as if other religions have no human rights on this island.

Hope, they are given the same air time on broadcasting media, and with equal rights to RC Religion.

Why are we not equal as to the rest, of say Europe, when we consider our island, regarding to “NOISE, of all sorts”

Why we can not have “one hour” during the day, that no noise is allowed. We are a noisy group of people, that without creating noise, we do not know how to enjoy life, more so, relax during this period. Why are we continously bombarded by noise of all sorts, some call them “Maltese custom”, this include church bells, and clocks, that never stop from ringing. “Please, take note, that when several churches are in the same village, it is unbearable to live out side your own home due to the amount of noise.” Are we equal, as to Mr citizen should stop making noise and the churches. Are we both equal ?.